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Abstract— As the aging population grows at a rapid rate,
there is an ever growing need for service robot platforms
that can provide daily assistance at practical speed with
reliable performance. In order to assist with daily tasks such
as fetching a beverage, a service robot must be able to
perceive its environment and generate corresponding motion
trajectories. This becomes a challenging and computationally
complex problem when the environment is unknown and thus
the path planner must sample numerous trajectories that often
are sub-optimal, extending the execution time. To address this
issue, we propose a unique strategy of integrating a 3D object
detection pipeline with a kinematically optimal manipulation
planner to significantly increase speed performance at run-
time. In addition, we develop a new robotic butler system for a
wheeled humanoid that is capable of fetching requested objects
at 24% of the speed a human needs to fulfill the same task.
The proposed system was evaluated and demonstrated in a
real-world environment setup as well as in public exhibition.
I. INTRODUCTION
Aging of population is an increasing problem in modern
society. The old-age dependency ratio, ratio of elderly above
65 per 100 people between 15 and 64, is as high as 45%
in Japan [1]. Shortage of available human assistants to tend
to elderlys needs has led to their deterioration in quality of
life. From this need, service robots with manipulators that
can assist people in daily living such as fetching a drink has
gained wide interest.
A typical mobile service robot involves multiple key
components such as object detection, trajectory planning,
grasping, localization and mapping, navigation, and motion
control. Each of these subtasks are challenging and constitute
an active area of research on their own. However, assembling
and ensuring the tight interplay between these subtasks into
a working system to solve the overall task is even more
important.
Current state-of-the-art service robots solving the task of
fetching a requested object are rather slow in their execution
speed, making them impractical for deployment in the end-
user stage. Manipulation tasks in particular are found to be
slow among service robots due to the consecutive nature of
their perception and planning modules, while the robot is
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Fig. 1: Service Robot Platform, M-Hubo
completely stationary throughout this process. This strategy
is primarily selected to increase accuracy in modeling the
surrounding world as well as performing random-sampled-
based planning to ensure grasping without collisions. Al-
though this approach is appropriate in situations where the
environment is not mapped or highly dynamic, the overall
execution time to complete perception and manipulation can
be long. Furthermore, replanning paths from dense percep-
tion information becomes redundant in static environments,
where a map is already available, especially with accurate
localization information.
To address this issue, we propose a unique strategy of
integrating a 3D object detection pipeline with a kinemati-
cally optimal manipulation planner to significantly reduce the
overall manipulation execution time. This integration enables
fast pose estimation of requested objects, while smooth
trajectories are generated in under 50milliseconds in run-
time by the planner.
We develop a new, fully-autonomous robotic butler system
for a wheeled humanoid. In this work, we focus on one
particular application for service robot: fetching and serving
drinks at comparable human-like speeds in a static indoor
environment.
We provide an in depth description of our hardware
platform as well as for each module that enables the drink
fetching service. We further evaluate our system on the
component level in the areas of object perception, path
planning, and localization. Finally, for the overall system is
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evaluated and compared to previous methods in a real world
environment setup.
Our main contributions are
• Integrated service robot system for fetching and serving
drinks at 24% of human-like speed, which is faster than
state-of-the-art mobile manipulator platforms.
• Evaluation and demonstration of the proposed system
in a real world environment setup as well as in a public
exhibition
The remaining of the paper is structured as follows. We
review previous works and compare them briefly to our
system in section II. Section III details the robot hardware
platform and software architecture developed for handling
high-level tasks with real-time motion controllers. Section
IV discusses the object perception process. Section V dis-
cusses concise trajectory planning, and Section VI discusses
accurate localization for small indoor spaces. We conclude
with results and discussion in Section VII.
II. RELATED WORK
In the last years, several works had been proposed de-
scribing service robots with manipulators. Care-O-Bot 3 [2]
is a mobile robotic system with one 7 DoF arm and a tray
for serving drinks. The authors report an overall success rate
of 40%, even though individual subsystems perform much
better. This performance drop indicated the importance of
system integration. HERB [3] is also mobile manipulator
with one 7 DOF arm on a segway mobile base that perform
service tasks in kitchen settings. Although HERB shows high
a success rate, Srinivasa et al. [3] report task execution times
to be slow slow, with 55 seconds required to navigate and
re-localize, and 30 seconds to pick up a cup while the robot
is stationary. The task of fetching a drink closely resembles
the one in this paper, whereby our robot platform utilizes two
manipulators in contrast to one in [2], [4], adding complexity,
but also increasing efficiency of our robot. The authors of [4]
proposed a service robot fetching a drink from a refrigerator,
by deploying the PR2 robot platform. From their 30 trials,
Bohren et al. remarked on high occurrence of failed detection
resulted in failure recovery procedure, prolonging execution
time of approximately 110 seconds per fetch.
The next related works highlight their tight integrated
perception and manipulation tasks on a wheeled humanoid,
similar to our robot platform. Work in [5] shows impressive
dexterous manipulation by catching flying balls under 1
second with 80% success rate with Rollin Justin platorm.
Uniquely similar to our platform, Rollin Justin also utilizes
real-time based motion controller for improving manipu-
lation precision. However, focus in both [5], [6] are on
integrated manipulation tasks stationed in fixed space rather
than navigating distances to fetch objects. Pyo et al. [7] use
a two armed wheeled humanoid for application of service
robot to assist elderly by fetching requested beverage in a
real world environment setup with similar dimension to ours.
Their service robot, however, utilized external environmental
sensors ,resulting in an informationally structured environ-
ment, and focused on more robust collision-free planners at
Fig. 2: Workspace and overall robot specification
the cost of execution time. Their reported execution time per
fetched drink was 312 seconds.
All previous works discussed here have in common that
they lack fast execution times. In this work we address this
problem, by proposing a mobile robot platform, capable of
fetching drinks faster than previously proposed approaches
for static environments.
III. SYSTEM SETUP
A. Robot Platform Hardware
The robotic butler Hubo is a humanoid robot with an
omni-directional base. The hardware setup consists of 20
degrees of freedom total. It contains two 7 DOF manipulator
arms, which have optimized joint limits to provide maximum
workspace of 100◦each with 0.8 m reach as shown in
Figure 2. The wide workspace of combining left and right
manipulator, in addition to the omni-directional base control,
reduces the need for re-orientating the robot before object
grasping, which hastens the fetching service. The robot arm
is equipped with shape adaptive 3 finger grippers rated for 2
kg payload at the finger and 10 kg payload at the arm. The
omni-directional base, which can reach a maximum speed
of 3.5 km/h, with the extra DOF in the robot waist, provide
effective locomotion control to maintain vision sensors’ field
of view on the requested beverage. This hardware setup to
maintain the field of view on the region of interest reduces
the fetching time by enabling to detect shortest navigation
paths to an object in appearance of an obstacle. In order
to prevent undesirable tipping in robot’s pitch during high
Fig. 3: Overall architecture for service robot that integrates
ROS for high-level perception and PODO for low-level real-
time motion
velocity manipulation or base motion, the robot is bottom
heavy, including the Ni-ion battery packs (48V, 11Ah).
The authors utilize the manipulator design from the prior
DRC-HUBO+ humanoid robot [8], which enables precise
position control due to high rigidity in manipulator design
and minimal jitter in real-time joint reference communica-
tion. Precise position control is crucial for our fast service
application in order to reduce the probability of grasp failure
recovery as well as external collision due to perception
inaccuracy.
B. Software Architecture
The software architecture is intuitively divided among
perception and motion control. For subtasks related to per-
ception, we dedicate a separate embedded Vision PC op-
erating on Robot Operating System (ROS) middleware. For
motion control, we dedicate a separate embedded motion PC
operating on the custom PODO software framework [8] to
leverage real-time communication of motor control.
Within the Vision PC exist modules that model the envi-
ronment and relevant objects using the robot’s vision sensor
suite (detailed in section IV). The modules include 2D Object
Detection, 3D Pose Estimation, Object Tracking, SLAM,
and a finite state machine. With the processed environment
or object data, the Vision PC transmits tasks commands
and associated processed data to the Motion PC. For our
state machine, we leverage the task-level executive system
SMACH [4] to define the states used for the fetch drink
service, which is described in Figure 9. For the implemented
simple scenario, only a FSM with total of seven states was
required. The state transition conditions were determined by
the flags indicating robot’s active state for the corresponding
motion or success of object detection requests.
The Motion PC translates the high level task to generate
manipulator or base trajectories, which then generate joint
configuration by solving the inverse kinematic analytically,
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Fig. 4: 3D object detection pipeline. We cascade a deep
neural network based 2D object detector and a conventional
3D box fitting algorithm to perform the 3D detection task.
This configuration provides both high recall for small objects
and scalability in building a training dataset for the 3D
detection task.
model input size
dataset
VOC 2007 test M-HUBO test
fps params mAP params mAP
YOLOv2 [9] 416×416 67 - 76.8 - -
SSD [10] 300×300 46 26.5M 77.2 - -
StairNet [11] 300×300 30 28.3M 78.8 28.2M 92.6
PASSD [12] 320×320 50 24.9M 81.0 24.8M 96.6
TABLE I: 2D Object detection results. All models are
evaluated on PASCAL VOC 2007 test set and M-HUBO
test set
which are then executed through motion controllers. In
addition, the Motion PC continuously updates the Vision
PCs the task execution state, current robot state information,
which are joint encoder and F/T sensor data. The PODO soft-
ware framework [8] allows precise motion control through
reduction of communication jitter. This RT framework en-
sures accuracy of joint information and sensor updates by
synchronizing multiple threads at very regular intervals of
200 Hz to the Motion PC through a CAN bus interface. The
real-time Linux interface is based on Xenomai RT.
The software architecture is depicted in Figure 3. The
models for the Vision PC and Motion PCcomputers are
Alienware ASM201 with i7 processor, 16GM RAM, GTX
960 GPU, and Intel NUK6i7KYK with i7 processor, 8GB
RAM, respectively.
IV. OBJECT PERCEPTION
A. Head Sensor Pack
The head sensor pack of M-Hubo consists of two RGB-
D cameras (Realsense D415, ZED stereo camera) and one
LiDAR (Velodyne Puck VLP16) as shown in Figure 1. The
RGB-D cameras serve the purpose of providing RGB images
as well as depth information of the nearby environment.
LiDAR is used to capture the overall and long-range sur-
rounding environment. To align the field of view (FOV) of
Realsense D415 to the region of interest of the robot, we
tilted the camera by an angle of 30◦ along vertical dimension.
Fig. 5: Qualitative results of the perception algorithm cap-
tured in a real convenience store. Each row captures a
different scenario. The four columns depict from left to right
the input image, 2D detection results, input point cloud and
box fitting result. Bounding boxes are depicted in green for
2D and 3D case.
B. Perception Pipeline
For robot manipulation, the 3D location and extent of the
objects of interest are required, which can be provided by
a 3D object detection algorithm. With the arise of deep
learning, 3D object detection algorithms have also been
greatly benefited from this new technology [13]. However,
most of these algorithms work in a supervised manner,
where annotations for the target task should be provided.
While supervised setting generally performs better than semi-
supervised or unsupervised approaches, the cost for annotat-
ing in the 3D space is non-trivial. Even though the annotation
cost is affordable in 2D space to some extent, extending it
to 3D space is nearly prohibitive due to its high costs. In
other words, annotating in 3D space highly constrains the
scalability (e.g., category) in building training dataset for
deep neural network.
To mitigate the problem, we design a scalable 3D object
detector by combining a mature deep neural network based
2D object detector with a conventional 3D box fitting al-
gorithm. The 2D detector first proposes regions of interest
(RoI) for target objects using RGB input image. Then, the
subsequent box fitting algorithm estimates the 3D bounding
box of the objects using depth given in each RoI. By lowering
the level of annotation from 3D to 2D space, the cost
of annotation is substantially reduced, resulting in scalable
3D object detection algorithm. In addition, the algorithm is
benefited from the high recall for small objects by the deep
neural network based 2D detector. The overall pipeline is
shown in Figure 4, and the details will be described below.
For the instantiation of 3D object detector, we adopt
PASSD [12] as a 2D object detector, which ensures both
real-time speed and high accuracy, making it suitable for
our robot environment. In brief, the PASSD [12] improves
the detection accuracy of one-stage detectors [10] while
maintaining its high efficiency by incorporating the propose-
and-attend mechanism of two-stage detectors [14] in an
efficient manner, i.e. integration of region proposal gener-
ation and region-wise classification in a single-shot manner
without stage division. The 2D detector provides RoIs of
the target objects. Then, we perform region-wise amodal 3D
box fitting following preprocessing and plane removal. In
the preprocessing step, we filter out 3D points outside of a
certain range (1.5 m in this work). For the plane removal,
we use RANSAC to segment the largest plane (i.e., floor
plane), where the plane-normal is kept for later box fitting
operations. For the region-wise 3D box fitting, we extract
the 3D points in the RoI, and apply euclidean clustering to
obtain clean 3D points of the target object. Then we project
the clustered 3D points to the floor plane, and fit the rectangle
around them. The final 3D bounding box is obtained by
extending the fitted rectangle along the normal of the floor
plane by the known height of the object. We represent the
final 3D bounding box as its eight corner points and a center
point of the box.
C. Perception Evaluation
To validate our perception system on the target task, we
generated a dataset which resembles the real scenario of our
target task. The dataset is composed of total 1757 images
with 1380, 280 and 177 images for train, validation and test
respectively. The dataset covers 13 object categories that are
commonly observed in convenience stores such as beverages
or snack boxes. The objects in the image are annotated with
2D bounding boxes and their category labels.
For the 2D detector [12], we fine-tune the 2D detector
on the M-HUBO dataset after pre-training on a large-scale
dataset (i.e., PASCAL VOC [15]) to resolve the data scarcity
and ensure generalization capacity. We compare our 2D
detector, i.e., PASSD [12], with other strong candidates
which also have real-time capability. As shown in Table I,
the deployed algorithm [12] outperforms not only on the
large-scale dataset (i.e., PASCAL VOC [15]), but also on
the custom M-HUBO dataset by large margin and with less
parameters. It also runs in real-time.
For the 3D bounding box, we evaluate empirically by com-
paring estimated positions from the 3D object detector with
measured object positions relative to the camera since there
is no ground-truth available for 3D objects. We conduct this
process for 3 different objects in 10 different positions, and
found that the 3D object detection pipeline performs within
an accuracy of 1 cm. This accuracy is sufficient for the target
task since small inaccuracies in the 3D box positioning can
be compensated through the following grasping mechanism.
Moreover, we further evaluate our whole perception sys-
tem under a real convenience store environment. The real-
world scenario is challenging due to its cluttered scene
such as grouped or stacked objects and objects with partial
occlusion. The qualitative results in Figure. 5 show that our
system in overall can handle this setup well with marginal
limitations for the densely grouped objects. The issue might
arise from the small training samples for such cases, and can
be mitigated with more training samples.
V. PATH PLANNING
A. Base Path Planning
Upon receiving a new fetch drink request, the robot has
to determine its base path in a 2D space and omniwheel
velocities to follow that trajectory. A popular applied solution
to base path planning, especially for navigation in 2D grid
space, includes heuristic search A*. Although the authors
initially applied dynamic replanning based on the A* algo-
rithm, we observed reduced average base velocities due to
constant changing of reference velocity during the robot’s
motion.
Given that our application focuses on a static indoor
environment, where the environment is already mapped prior
to service exeuction (discussed in SectionVI) with rough
landmark positions in the scene, we adopt a simpler navi-
gation scheme for the gain of maximizing average velocity
during the fetch task. We first implement a navigation scheme
in which the general location of the end goal is known prior
to fetching, and creates a 1−cosine trajectory in space with
a trapezoidal velocity profile to maximize average velocity.
Upon arriving at the general location, the robot then scans
for the object before grasping it.
We further reduce the fetch execution time with our sec-
ond navigation scheme by utilizing the above 2D detection
algorithm to track the object with respect to the robot as
it is approaching it. Given the estimated object pose y, the
reference velocity Vy is scaled linearly to align itself with
the tracking object using the equation below.
Vy =
((V ymax − V ymin) ∗ (yobj − ymin))
(ymax − ymin) (1)
V ymin and V ymax are constraint so that the omniwheel
controller maintains maximum average velocity. ymin and
ymax are constraint so that upon arriving at the tracked
object, the robot’s left or right manipulator is positioned with
a desired offset from the objects which provides a better
kinematic solution for grasping. This offset fixed so that
the robot’s manipulator and object are aligned along the y-
axis upon arriving in front of the object, avoiding much of
the configurations that result in singularities if the object
were directly in-front of the robot’s center rather than the
manipulator. Once the robot comes to a halt in-front of
the object, the 3D perception described above is separately
requested leading to manipulation planning.
B. Manipulation Path Planning
Given the estimated object pose with respect to the robot
position while approaching the target object, the path planner
has to determine where in space to place the end-effector and
its corresponding joint configurations. Typical constraints
obeyed in order to formulate a path can be joint range limits,
joint velocity limits, or geometrical constraints to prevent
collisions internally or externally. As the number of DOF to
Fig. 6: Cases of sub-optimal trajectory generated for the
robot’s end effector when utilizing sample based planners
consider increases in path planning, the more complex and
computationally heavy the problem becomes. To simplify the
problem, we strategically exclude the base and waist joints in
the planning process knowing that the robots base position
and orientation upon arrival with respect to the object are
fixed through the base path planning discussed above. In
addition, we can make further simplifications by asserting
that only the closest manipulator (left or right) to the object
upon arrival will be used for grasping.
We adapt the kinematically optimal planner from [8] to
create smooth-like manipulator trajectory by adhering to
joint range limits and joint velocity limits. In comparison
to well-established sample based planners such as RRT and
PRM [16] , our approach always and directly generates
smooth trajectories at much faster rates at the cost of neglect-
ing collision checking at run-time. While mentioned sample
based planners excel in geometrically complex problems to
solve for collision-free trajectories, they are not appropriate
for our application because in addition to long computation
time they neither guarantee path generation nor path opti-
mality, which can result in service execution failure.
Instead, to reduce planning time given sufficient prior
knowledge of the static environment and object dimensions,
we manually fine-tune the generated trajectory through sim-
ulation trials and utilize those parameters at run-time to pre-
vent collisions. Upon evaluating our kinematically optimal
planner against traditional random sampling based planner
(RRTconnect, PRM, SPARS, SBL, STRIDE), we observe
that our path planner is well applied.
We utilize the MoveIt! Platform with the OMPL li-
brary [17] to apply these planners on our robot’s manipulator
to move from default position to the position just prior to
grasping an object. We allow a window of 5000 ms for
the planner to optimize and evaluate the generated trajectory
based on 3 factors: path length, path smoothness, and plan
Fig. 7: Evaluation of the proposed planner against popular sample-based path planners. Evaluation criteria are path length,
smoothness, and plan success rate
success rate. Path length and smoothness are calculated from
measuring the end-effectors pose q over time and using the
equations, which are established in [18], [19].
Manhattan Distance =
N∑
k=2
d(qk − qk−1) (2)
Smoothness Cost[q] =
1
2
∫ 1
0
|| d
dt
q(t)||2dt (3)
As shown in Figure 7, trajectory generated from PODO is
always a fixed path of 0.4 m, while other planners can vary in
a plan success rate in addition to yielding longer trajectories.
In static environments and for applications that require fast
run-time trajectory planners, our kinematically optimal plan-
ner outperforms the random sample based planner. However,
in order to prevent collisions with our planner, sufficient prior
geometric knowledge of the environment must be obtained
through mapping and require path verification through sim-
ulation before run-time.
VI. LOCALIZATION
Localizing provides the robots base pose with respect to
global the coordinate frame of the environment. For fast
service robot applications in an indoor environment, we
focused on run-time accuracy rather than optimizing the post-
processed map. This is a significant contribution from our
previous DRC-HUBO+ platform [8], which had no visual
localization ability and relied on human tele-operation for
distanced motions.
One challenge is maintaining localization accuracy with-
out the aid of visual landmarks such as QR codes when the
robot is confined to small room space. Our environment setup
is a 10 m × 8 m room with homogeneous patterned walls.
The robot can utilize two sensor configutations for lo-
calization: LiDAR and IMU based, and RGB-D based. For
LiDAR and IMU based localizaiton, we apply the Google
Cartographer package in ROS, which runs frontend threads to
create a succession of submaps and backend threads to match
created submaps for global loop closures [20]. We fine-tune
the package for increased localization accuracy for the mock
setup environment by modifying parameters for scan range,
Fig. 8: Estimated localization and ground truth data as robot
moves throughout static indoor room.
optimization resolution, period, and weight parameters for
odometry.
For RGB-D based localization we apply Real-Time Ap-
pearance Based mapping, which is a graph-based SLAM
using an incremental SIFT based loop closure detector [21].
Since the dense point cloud from RGB-D camera 1 imposes
heavy computation for the vision PC embedded in the robot,
we opt for a low resolution of 640×480 larger than 30 FPS.
For both methods of localization, we first create a map
of the mock-environment then the localization module. Al-
Fig. 9: Time lapse and state machine transitions shown for robot butler serving 1 requested drink
though the robot has a maximum base speed of 3.5 km/h, it is
reduced to 2.5 km/h due to poor visual odometry especially
during sudden rotational motions from the waist.
Localization performance is evaluated via VICON motion
capture cameras, to provide ground truth, recording at 100 Hz
with sub millimeter precision. For both localization methods,
we compute the maximum and average deviation localization
values against the ground truth with the following equations:
devmax = max(
√
(xˆ2 − x2) + (yˆ2 − y2)) (4)
devavg =
1
N
N∑
i=1
(
√
(xˆi
2 − x2) + (yˆi2 − y2) (5)
As expected, LiDAR-IMU based localization showed more
accurate results, resulting in a maximum deviation of 0.13
m and average deviation of 0.06 m while RGB-D based
localization resulted in 0.15 m and 0.05 m, respectively.
As shown in Figure 8, the performance between the two
can be distinguished during the robots rotation motions. The
inferior performance of RGB-D based localization is most
likely caused due to motion blurring caused during rotations
and therefore results in a reduced performance of feature
detection for visual odometry. Although LiDAR localization
performed accurately even at high velocities within the mock
setup, its deviation error increased up to 0.3 m and was
unaffected by the reduction of the robots base velocity in
the public exhibition. In the large open-space area (90 m ×
120 m) with few static features and a highly dynamic scene,
RGB-D localization with reduced base velocity demonstrated
higher robustness.
VII. EXPERIMENT AND RESULTS
The overall system performance of the robot fetching and
serving drinks is evaluated in both an indoor real world setup
and a public exhibition environment. We measure the total
execution time per requested drink and success rate (Rs) for
each state in the FSM. As shown in Figure 9 and Table 10,
from a total of 20 trials (Ns) on average the entire service
execution took 37 seconds per drink with a success rate of
90% in setup experiments.
Fig. 10: Success rate of robot’s drink fetch in mock-
environment by task state
Fig. 11: Success rate of robot’s drink fetch in public exhibi-
tion by task state
The lowest success rates occurred in the re-localize state,
in which the robot base utilizes its localization data to
reorient itself with respect to the global frame. Even at
high velocity of 2.5 km/h the robot was able to correctly
re-localize itself in the mock-setup environment. The Place
Object task also had higher failure occurrences in the public
exhibition in instances when the table for placement was
significantly shifted from the audience members leaning,
resulting in misaligned visual features from the initial map
creation. .
For comparison to human-like speed, we let humans
participate in the fetch and serving drink task in the same
proposed environment. On average, the entire service execu-
tion per drink resulted in 9 seconds total across 6 participants.
Therefore our robot completing the task in 37 seconds
resulting in 24% of the speed a human needs to fulfill
the same task. This result is an improvement for service
execution time where state-of-the-art service robots perform
similar tasks in minutes, as discussed in Section II.
Together with the robot butler service platform M-Hubo,
we further publish a related video, code for each sub-module,
and a detailed corresponding manual on the Hubo wikipage:
www.KIrobotics.com.
VIII. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we presented a new robotic butler system
for a wheeled humanoid that is capable of autonomously
fetching requested objects in a static environment. This is
achieved with our unique strategy of integrating a 3D object
detection pipeline with a kinematically optimal manipulation
planner to significantly increase execution speed at runtime.
The proposed system performed at 24% of the speed a
human needs to fulfill the same task. The system demon-
strated high success rate of 90% in our environment setup
but reflected reduced performance of 80% success rate in
a more dynamic public exhibition due to environmental
variations during run-time. For future work, the robot should
incorporate localization scheme that is robust to variations
in the environment and include additional states for failure
recovery, which would allow for fast fetch execution even
in dynamic environments. This step would require dynamic
path planning and high-level task planner rather than a
simple FSM fixed for a demo purpose. In addition, learning
strategies can be utilized in the future to reduce failures,
uncertainties, and unsafe states to increase success rate.
Lastly, overall execution time can be further reduced even
in dynamic environments by incorporating faster sampling
motion planners described in this work [22].
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